Helium clusters present a unique and especially interesting system for study. ' In a vacuum they are expected to cool by evaporation to a lower internal temperature than any other cluster species. In contrast to other materials, bulk helium has no triple point and thus helium clusters should remain in the liquid state at all temperatures.
Not only are they liquid, but since bulk helium is a superfluid at low temperatures, there is a fascinating question about the evolution of this phenomenon as the size of the system decreases. From another point of view, it has been suggested that helium ' ' have involved the excitation and ionization of clusters by electron impact, and the observation of the charged products. This strongly interacting charged probe produces a new system whose properties are undoubtedly significantly diff'erent from the precursor neutral clusters which one wishes to study. ' ' In the present work we will show that it is possible to attach neutral foreign atoms to helium clusters as they fly through the vacuum. This is significant because it opens up the possibility of utilizing such atoms or molecules as more weakly interacting neutral probes of the internal state of the neutral cluster. We will describe experiments in which a helium cluster beam is formed by a strong free-jet expansion into a differentially pumped vacuum, and subsequently crossed by a second beam of neon atoms. These measurements provide the first conclusive evidence that one or more foreign atoms can, in fact, be captured by a helium cluster, ' and remain so for times in excess of several milliseconds. They also indicate that more than one atom can be captured by a single cluster. The capture probability for neon atoms depends very sensitively on the expansion conditions. In particular, it appears that clusters formed in expansions which pass near to the critical point are much better able to capture neon atoms than are clusters formed under other expansion conditions. Our most surprising observation, however, is that the borders delineating the expansion conditions which produce these "critical clusters" are very sharply defined.
A schematic diagram of our experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 ' While there is some evidence for a knee in the vicinity of BH, there is no evidence for a peak in the total flux, so the origin of the counting-rate peak must lie elsewhere.
A most instructive representation of our combined results for many difl'erent temperatures is given in Fig. 4 where we present a contour plot of the Ne counting rate in the (Po, To) plane. The phase boundaries for bulk helium are also included, along with the critical point, CP. The region covered by our measurements is indicated by the irregular rectangular border surrounding the contours. The most surprising feature is the existence of a large local maximum in the counting rate at approximately To =16 K and Po =80 bars. We can identify three distinctive regions in this figure. For pressures less than the dot-dashed line BL, there is no observed capture, even though we know from the presence of cluster ions in the spectra that helium clusters are present. For pressures above the dashed line BH, the capture rate increases monotonically with increasing Po and decreasing To. It does not scale with the total flux, however. The shaded region between these two curves indicates a counting-rate "mountain. " Evidently, clusters produced in expansions with these initial conditions are much more efficient than others in capturing foreign atoms.
It is normally assumed that the internal state of the gas in a free-jet expansion follows the isentrope passing through the stagnation conditions. ' ' Thus, for example, the stagnation entropy should completely determine the point on the phase boundary at which the expansion enters the two-phase region. This, in turn, is likely to be Helium (Hemisphere, Washington, 1987) .
With mean cluster size (N) and a constant total flux, the number of clusters is a-(N) '. Moreover, assuming constant cluster density, a geometrical capture cross section will bẽ (N)2'. The capture rate is then a-(N) ' '. In this case, a local maximum in (N) will produce a local minimum in the capture rate. We note, however, that what we measure is the -Ne+-ion counting rate. Since ionization and fragmentation processes can also depend on (N), the overall eAect of a local maximum is difficult to predict.
